"The Righteous" - Non-Jews Helping Jews in Nazi-Occupied Europe during the Holocaust

The following books, audiobook recordings, and DVD videodiscs are available at the Newton Free Library. The Newton Free Library, as well as the Minuteman Library Network, has many other books describing the harrowing stories of ordinary citizens hiding and transporting Jews during World War II. The listed Web sites will also assist you in finding helpful information. Ask a librarian, if you need help.

Bettina, Elizabeth. *It Happened In Italy: Untold Stories of How the People of Italy Defied the Horrors of the Holocaust*. 940.531 B46I 2009


Hodge, Russ (Director). *Rescue in the Philippines: Refuge from the Holocaust* (DVD videodisc). 2013. DVD 940.531 R31R


Pressman, Steven. *50 Children: One Ordinary American Couple's Extraordinary Rescue Mission into the Heart of Nazi Germany*. 940.531 P92F 2014

Rigg, Bryan Mark. *Rescued from the Reich: How One of Hitler's Soldiers Saved the Lubavitcher Rebbe*. 940.531 RIGG 2004


Zuccotti, Susan. *Pere Marie-Benoit and Jewish Rescue: How a French Priest Together With Jewish Friends Saved Thousands During the Holocaust*. 940.531 Z82P 2013

INTERNET RESOURCES

http://ddickerson.igc.org/survivors.html This Web site provides annotated links and original material about Holocaust survivors and rescuers.

http://www.holocaustforgotten.com/rescuers.htm How a student nurse hid Jews inside a German officers' villa in Poland.

www.holocaustforgotten.com/RabbiCukierkorn.htm Web site presents a Rabbi's interviews with Christian rescuers, with links to short biographies and statements about the rescue activities.

www.ushmm.org/research/library/ Web site of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Click on “Weblinks” and then “Rescue” for links for information on Holocaust rescuers.

This listing is dedicated in memory of and appreciation of Unitarian Minister Waitstill Sharp and his wife Martha Sharp of Wellesley, who responded to a call from church leaders to help people in Europe during World War II trying to escape Nazi persecution. They are featured in the PBS documentary film “Defying the Nazis: The Sharps' War” and the book of the same title written by Artemis Joukowsky, the Sharp's grandson.
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